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THE DRIFT OF THE ICE-BREAKER SEDOV
by
Professor N. N. ZU B O V .
(Reproduced from Nature, London, April 6, 1940).
Attempts have been made by many expeditions to penetrate to the central part of the 
Arctic Ocean. A  few have even succeeded in reaching the North Pole itself. After several 
unsuccessful attempts, the American explorer Robert P e a r y , on April 6, 1909, reached the 
North Pole on sledges drawn by dogs and remained there for some thirty hours. On May 
9, 1926, the American aviator, Admiral Richard B y r d ,  flew to the Pole by aeroplane and 
describing a circle in the air, returned safely to Spitsbergen, the starting point of flight. In 
the same year, the Norwegian explorer A m u n d sen  crossed the Artie Ocean from Spits­
bergen to Alaska in a dirigible, flying over the North Pole on May 12. On May 24, 1928, 
the Italian expedition of General N o b ile  also succeded in reaching the North Pole in a 
dirigibile, which circled over it; but the expedition met with disaster on the return flight and 
some of the members perished.
Concerted attempts to reach the North Pole were made by Soviet explorers in 1937, 
in which year nine Soviet aeroplanes flew over the Pole. While the North Polar Station 
on the drifting icefloe was being set up, there were present at the Pole four heavy aeroplanes 
and thirty-three Soviet polar explorers. During those days five aeroplanes, piloted by M o- 
l o k o v ,  G o lo v in , V o d o p a n o v , A le x e y e r  and M azu ruk , flew over the Pole. On June 18, 
1937, C h k a lo v ’s machine passed over the Pole on his flight from Moscow to the United 
States. On July, 13, 1937 —  following the same route —  Grom ov flew his machine over the 
North Pole; on August 13, L e v a n e v s k y  flew over the North Pole on his way to America. 
L e v a n e v s k y  was afterwards lost and during the search for his machine. V o d o p ian o v flew 
over the Pole on October 7, 1937, and M o s h k o v s k y  on A pril 4, 1938.
F O R E R U N N E R S  O F T H E  SED O V
Only three expeditions have drifted with the ice in the Arctic: Nansen’s expedition of 
1893-96 on the From, Papanin’s North Polar expedition on the drifting icefloe of 1937-38, 
and the expedition of the Soviet polar explorers on the ice-breaker Sedov {Nature, 143, 
8 3 7 ; 1939)-
Nansen’s expedition did not reach the North Pole. During her drift, the From only 
reached lat. 8s°56’ N. Yet it was Nansen who, in a scientific sense, literally discovered the 
Arctic Ocean. Prior to the drift of the From, very little indeed was known about this ocean. 
Nansen himself did not expect to find depths exceeding 500 m. (1,640 ft.) and consequently 
did not take with him the necessary equipment for sounding great depths.
From Nansen’s expedition it was learned that the Arctic Ocean was a sea having depths 
of more than 3,000 m. (9,843 ft.) The warm Atlantic waters —  a branch of the Gulf Stream 
—  were shown to penetrate as a deep current far into the central part of the Arctic Ocean. 
Nansen’s observations revealed the primary conditions of the movement of the ice in this 
basin. Lastly, Nansen also studied the principal conditions governing the formation, deve­
lopment and disintegration of sea ice. There is not an aspect of oceanography and geophysics 
relating to the Arctic Ocean to which Nansen’s expedition did not make important discoveries.
On May 21, 1937, with the help of four heavy aeroplanes, the Papanin expedition was 
landed on the ice. On a big icefield the Soviet polar explorers set up a well-equipped polar 
observatory. On June 6 the organization of the North Polar Station was completed. The 
aeroplanes flew back to the mainland, leaving Papanin, Krenkel, Shirshov and Fedorov on 
the ice. They remained on the icefloe for 274 days. During this period, the icefield of the 
Papanin expedition was carried from the North Pole to the east coast of Greenland where, 
at lat. 70°54’ N. and long. I9°48’ W., the drifting expedition was taken off by the ice-brea­
kers Taimyr and Murman.
The men of the expedition on the drifting icefloe measured all depths along the entire 
course of their drift from the North Pole to the coast of Greenland. They revealed the 
movement of the ice and sea current under the ice which had escaped Nansen’s attention. 
They refuted Nansen’s theory that no life existed in the central part of the Arctic Ocean. 
They carried out valuable observations on terrestrial magnetism. The meteorological obser­
vations of the Papanin expedition not only facilitated the organization of the trans-Arctic 
flights of Chkalov and Gromov, but also contributed to our knowledge of the structure of 
the atmosphere and the processes determining the weather in the central part of the Arctic.
S T A R T  O F T H E  SED O V  D R IF T
Contrary to the drifts of the Fram and the North Polar Expedition on the drifting 
icefloe, the drift of the Sedov was not deliberately planned. With the ice-breakers Sadko 
and Malygin, on October 23, 1937, the Sedov was caught in the ice in the Laptev Sea at 
lat. 75°i9’ N. and, long. I32°25’ E. On August 28, 1938, these ice-breakers were at lat. 83°o6’ 
N., long. I38°24’ E. On that day the ice-breaker Yermak extricated the Sadko and Malygin 
from the ice and brought them into clear water. The Sedov, however, could not be released 
owing to the fact that during her imprisonment in the ice she had sustained some damage 
to her steering gear.
Fifteen volunteers, headed by Captain Badygin, remained on the Sedov; and from that 
time the vessel continued her remarkable drift in the most inaccessible part of the Arctic 
Ocean, where no other vessel had ever drifted before and no aeroplane had flown.
Several circumstances make the drift of the Sedov of exceptional interest. First, the 
drift of the ice-breaker began at a time when the North Polar Expedition on the drifting 
icefloe was still making observations. Thus, uninterrupted observations of the central parts 
of the Arctic Ocean were being conducted. Secondly, soon after the commencement of the 
drift of the Sedov and also in the Laptev Sea but in the south-western part, there began 
the drift of several vessels headed by the ice-breaker Lenin. These vessels had been carried 
from Khatanga Bay. The drift of the ice-breaker Lenin ended on August 7, 1938, when, 
with the entire caravan of ships, she was extricated from the ice by the Krassin. Thus, for 
nine months two caravans of ships drifted simultaneously at some distance from each other, 
one in the south-western part of the Laptev Sea, the other in the north-eastern part of the 
same sea, and in the region to the north of the New Siberian Islands.
A  comparison of these drifts has yielded noteworthy results. Differing from each other 
in details, these drifts at the same time reveal extraordinary similarity, a fact which goes 
to show that they were conditioned by the same causes: the prevailing winds and constant 
currents.
Thirdly, soon after the commencement of her drift, the Sedov found herself in the region 
where the drift of Nansen’s Fram started.
A  comparison of the subsequent courses of the drifts of the Fram and the Sedov is 
of exceptional interest, because the former took place in climatic conditions differing con­
siderably from those of the present day. At first the Sedov drifted directly northwards. In 
a month, under the influence of west winds the ice-breaker turned eastwards, and early in 
January, 1938, reached the most easterly point of her course —' lat. 78°25’ N. and long. 
I53°26’ E. From that time the Sedov began slowly to move westwards, at the same time 
going more and more to the north. She continued this north-westerly direction, and on 
March 22, 1939, reached lat. 86°34’ N. and long. io8°so’ E . Later, the drift began gradually 
to incline to the south-west. From May 17 until July 27, 1939, the courses of the Sedoz> 
and the Fram overlap, as it were, but afterwards the Sedov again commenced to go rapidly 
to the north, and on August 29, 1939, reached the northernmost point of her drift, lat. 
8603Q.S’ N., long. 47°S5’ E. After that the Sedov again descended to the south, crossing 
the Fram’s course, and along a line lying between the drifts of the expedition on the drifting 
icefloe and that of the Fram, made for the broad strait dividing Greenland from Spitsbergen. 
From December 1, 1939, the Sedov, was finally drawn into the drift of the ice moving from 
the Arctic Basin to the Greenland Sea; with gradually increasing speed the ice-breaker 
drifted almost due south. On January i, 1940, she had already reached lat. 8i°i5.4 ’ N., 
long. 4 ° i 6 ’ E. She was afterwards extricated from the ice by the ice-breaker, Joseph Stalin. 




E N D  O F A  L E G E N D
One achievement of the Sedov is the final explosion of the Sannikov Land legend. In 
1811, Jacob Sannikov purported to have sighted from the northern coast of Kotelny Island 
a high land which he attempted to reach by crossing the ice; he was prevented from doing 
so by a big polynia (an expanse of clear water in the icefield). According to Sannikov, 
there remained only another 25 kilometres (15 1/2  miles) for him to cross in order to reach 
this land. Doubts as to the existence of this supposed land have, however, been held by many 
for several decades.
The Sedov, during the period of her drift, twice crossed the region of the supposed 
land: once from west to east, approximately at the 78th parallel, and the second time from 
the south-east to the north-west. Later, the air expedition of Alexejev passed over the 
region approximately in a meridional direction. The flights were from the northern extremity 
of Kotelny Island to the drifting caravan of vessels, the Sadko, Sedov and Malygin, and 
were made at a time when visibility was excellent.
Through this same region also passed the ice-breakers Yermak and Joseph Stalin on 
their way to meet the drifting vessels. Yet neither ice-breaker saw any sign of “ Sannikov 
Land” .
B O U N D A R Y  O F T H E  L A P T E V  S E A .
From the point of view of physical geography, the Laptev Sea is not a sea but only a 
gulf of the Acrtic Ocean. The northern boundary of this sea is conditional, having been 
fixed by the Soviet Government as the arc of the great circle connecting Cape Molotov 
(the northern point of Severnaya Zemlya) with the point at which the meridian crosses the 
northern point of Kotelny Island (long. 1390 E.) and the edge of the continental shelf. The 
drift of the Sedov from the beginning up lo lat. 79°37’ N., long. I49°s8’ E. proceeded along 
the continental shelf. The depths did not exceed 200 m. However, at lat. 79°52’ N., long. 
I48°02’ E., the Sedov found herself over depths considerably exceeding 3.000 m., that is, at 
depths characteristic of the deep bed of the central part of the Arctic Ocean.
The region lying to the north of the New Siberian Islands has been thoroughly sounded. 
From a comparison of these soundings, it appears most probable that the continental shelf 
at the Kotelny Island meridian (long. 139° E.) ends at lat. 78°3o’ N. This must be considered 
as the north-eastern point of the Laptev Sea.
A s was found in the region of the New Siberian Islands, the continental shelf stretches 
farther north than was supposed, and the continental slope is much more gradual. It occupies 
20 of latitude and has a gradient of not more than I.
To the north of Franz Josef Land great depths were unexpectedly discovered. A t lat. 
86°26.6’ N., and long. 39°2S’ E. the expedition failed to find bottom at 5,180 m.
Extremely interesting are the soundings obtained by the Sedov in the latter stages of 
her drift —  at the entrance to the Greenland Sea. Nansen surmised that between the north­
eastern extremity of Greenland and the north-western extremity of Spitsbergen was a sub­
marine ridge separating the great depths of the Arctic Ocean from the great depths of the 
Greenland Sea. This ridge came to be known as Nansen’s submarine ridge. Its eastern part 
was studied in 1935 by the Sadko expedition, and the western part by the Papanin North Polar 
Expedition on the drifting icefloe. The Sedov crossed Nansen’s submarine ridge in its middle 
part, at lat. 81*34’ N. long. 4°4o’ E., and registered a depth of 1,500 m., thus confirming the 
existence of this ridge.
C H A N G E S  IN  T H E  T H E R M A L  B A L A N C E
In addition to the sounding of depths, the Sedov crew carried out meteorological, hy­
drological, magnetic and gravimetrical observations along the same lines as the members of 
the North Polar Expedition on the drifting icefloe. The observations of the Sedov crew 
confirmed what has already been recorded by the Papanin expedition and by Nansen: on 
the whole course of their drift they discovered at intermediate depths warm waters of 
Atlantic origin.
The fact that the lines of the drifts of the Front and the Sedov crossed in several places
has made it possible to determine the changes in the thermal balance of the Arctic Basin 
during the last forty-five years.
The Sedov remained twice as long beyond the 85th parallel as the North Polar Expedi­
tion on the drifting icefloe, and two and a half times as long as the Fram, though the drift 
of the latter lasted nearly three years. The Sedov began her drift considerably farther south 
than the Fram, and at the end of it she descended to more southerly latitudes than Nansen’s 
vessel, yet the Sedov's drift lasted only 26 1/2  months. This indicates that the speed of the 
Sedov's drift was considerably greater than that of the Fram.
The increased movement of ice from the Arctic Basin into the Greenland Sea is accom­
panied by an increase in the flow of warm Atlantic waters into the polar basin, a reduction 
in the volume of ice in seas bordering on the Arctic, a decrease in the thickness of polar ice 
and size of glaciers, and also by a rise in the winter temperatures of the air. All these 
phenomena are characteristic of the warmer temperatures we are now observing in the Arctic.
Notwithstanding the fact that the line of the Sedov’s drift was considerably more north­
erly than the line of the Fram’s drift, the winter months in the Arctic in Nansen’s time 
were several degrees colder than at the present time. The lowest temperature of the air 
(— 44. i°) was registered by the Sedov’s crew on March 10. 1939, at lat, 86°23’ N., long. 
no°2o’ E. The lowest temperature during the drift of the Fram (—  520) was registered on 
January 15, 1896 approximately at lat. 84°55’ N , long. 410 E., that is, appreciably more 
south-west than the spot where the Sedov's lowest temperature was registered and where, as 
a rule, it is warmer.
The thickness of level ice according to the measurements of the Sedov’s crew was not 
more than 218 cm. (7 ft. 2 in.). Nansen’s expedition encountered ice 365 cm. in thickness. 
Analysis has shown that the lesser thickness of the ice in the region of the Sedov’s drift 
was due not so much to the rise of the winter temperatures of the air as to the melting of 
the ice in recent years in summer time.
B E L T  O F H U M M O CK S
In the light of the observations made by the Sedov’s crew, interest is attached to 
questions concerning the maximum thickness of the ice. The members of the North Polar 
Expedition on the drifting icefloe never encountered ice of a greater thickness than 218 cm. 
That being the case, where was the icefield on which the expedition set up its observation 
station formed, and how did it reach the North Pole? We know that this icefield was more 
than 3 m. thick. Why was the Sedov, which on March 22, 1939, was 180 km. (97.12 nautical 
miles) farther to the north than the Fram and afterwards, like the Fram, turned westwards 
unable to penetrate to the 87th parallel ? The highest latitude reached by the Fram was 
&5°55-5 ’ ; the highest latitude reached by the Sedov was 86°39.5’. The northernmost point 
reached by Nansen during his sledge journey to the North Pole was lat. 86°i4’ ; lastly, in 
1900 Cagni in the same region reached lat. 86°34’ N. Both Nansen and Cagni were prevented 
from going farther north by impenetrable hummocky ice.
These data should be compared with the observations made by Alexeyev during his 
flights from Franz Josef Land to the North Pole and back. Alexeyev ascertained that from 
Rudolf Island up to lat. 82°3o’ N. lie hummocky fields of young ice dotted with icebergs. 
Higher, up to lat. 85°3o’ N., the size of the icefields increases, reaching 20 km across. On 
these fields are level platforms suitable for the landing of aeroplanes. A t the 84th parallel 
the thickness of the ice did not exceed 100-120 cm. Beyond 85°3o’ commenced an icefield of 
ice many years old, while up to the 86th parallel the icefields were small and hummocky, 
and the lanes between the icefields were filled with broken ice. In these places it was impossible 
to land aeroplanes. Farther north, particularly between 87° and 88°3o’, the icefields appeared 
more suitable for landing-places. The condition of the ice in the region of the North Polar 
Expedition on the drifting icefloe is already known.
From the foregoing, we see that between the North Pole and Franz Josef Land is 
situated a belt of hummocks of a peculiar character. This belt separates the younger ice, 
formed mainly on the continental shelf of Eurasia, from the thicker ice near the North Pole. 
It seems that this belt of hummocks which, in its time, had stopped the further advance 
to the north of Nansen and Cagni, is a permanent feature.
N A N S E N ’S  L A W S
Four times a day the men on the Sedov transmitted by radio their position and meteo­
rological observations. This made possible a comparison of the ice drift with the wind causing 
the drift. Such observations made near coasts are usually distorted by the nearness of land 
and shallows; and so, for a theoretical study we are only able to use the data supplied by 
three drifts, those of the Fram, of the Papanin North Polar Expedition on the drifting icefloe 
(while it was in the central part of the Arctic Ocean) and of the Sedov.
Like all known drifts, the drift of the Sedov did not proceed in a straight line. The 
ice-breaker often turned back on her course, described zigzags and even loops. These changes 
of direction were caused by changes in the direction and velocity of the wind. In this con­
nexion, very characteristic are the figure 8 described by the Sedov between October 2 and 
26, and the zigzags between November 10 and 30, 1938, and the loop she made between 
January 3 and 17, 1939.
The only difference between the direction of the drift and the direction of the wind was 
that the drift was deflected s o ^ o 0 to the right. Any deviation from this law can be attri­
buted to the incompleteness of the Sedov’s observations at my disposal.
The observations of the Sedov worked out by me show that in the region where the 
Sedov drifted between September 1,1938, and February i, 1939, the constant current was so 
weak that it might be said to have been absent. As a result, almost laboratory conditions 
prevailed for the study of the relations between wind and drift. Far removed from the dis­
torting influence of land and constant currents, the wind drift was shown here practically 
in its pure form .
Iii this way it was possible to confirm yet again the exactness of the two simple laws 
of Nansen determining the behaviour of solid ice in the central part of the Arctic Basin. 
These laws are as follows :
(1) The speed of the wind drift is approximately one fiftieth of the velocity of the 
wind causing the drift.
(2) The drift of the ice is deflected from the direction of the wind by 30°-40° to the 
right owing to the influence of the deflecting force of the earth’s rotation.
Two Additional Laws.
A  study of the drift of the Sedov makes it possible to add to Nansen’s two laws two 
other equally simple laws :
(3) The drift of the ice follows the isobars. The ice drifts along these lines in such a 
way that the region of high pressure is to the right of the direction of the drift, and the 
region of low pressure to the left.
(4) The drift of the ice takes place at a speed proportional to the gradient of atmos­
pheric pressure, or in other words, inversely as the distance between the isobars.
The first of these additional laws is not difficult to deduce. In moderate and high latitudes 
the wind, due to friction against the surface of the earth and to the influence of the deflec­
ting force of the earth’s rotation, is directed approximately 30°-40° to the left of the 
corresponding isobar. The drift of the ice. according to the second of Nansen’s laws, is 
deflected from the direction of the wind approximately by 30°-40° to the right. Combining 
the two, we arrive at the drift of the ice along the isobar.
The second additional law was arrived at thus. In the absence of constant currents and 
the deflecting influence of land, the ice moves at a speed proportional to the velocity of the 
wind. The latter, in its turn, is proportional to the gradient of atmospheric pressure; the 
closer the isobars are drawn on the synoptic chart for any given region, the stronger are 
the winds in that region. From this, supported by purely theoretical deductions, it was 
possible to judge from the synoptic chart not only the direction of the ice drift, but also 
its speed.
Theoretical calculations made on the basis of the new laws confirm the hypothesis that 
the ice moves clockwise around the so-called “ pole of inaccessibility” . Had the Sedov in 
January and February 1939 been somewhat more north than she actually was at that time,
it is highly probable that she would have been drawn into this clockwise movement around 
the “ pole of inaccessibility” and would have been drifting now towards the northern coasts 
of America.
The new laws offer an explanation of the known drifts of vessels and buoys and also 
of such arctic phenomena as “ Peary’s polynia” at the coast of Greenland, also the “ Great 
Siberian polynia” stretching with interruptions from the New Siberia Islands to the Chu- 
kotsk Sea. These polynias coincide with the lines of separation of the ice, or in other words, 
with the lines of the divergence of the isobars.
The movement of the ice along the isobars also explains why Amundsen’s Maud, 
when entering the ice at Wrangel Island for the purpose of drifting across the North Pole, 
moved with the ice along the continental slope of the Asiatic coast, that is, along the parallel 
and not the meridian. It appears that the isobars in the vicinity of Wrangel Island both 
winter and summer stretch along the parallels. In order to drift with the ice to the North 
Pole it would be better to enter the ice in the region of the Beaufort Sea, whence, apparently, 
the icefield occupied by Papanin’s North Polar Expedition was carried.
T H E O R E T IC A L  D R IF T  A N D  A C T U A L  D R IFT .
On the basis of the montly charts of pressure, the theoretical drifts were plotted of 
Papanin’s North Polar Expedition (May 21, 1937, to February 1,1938), of the ice-breakers 
Sedov (November 1, 1937, to October 1, 1938) and Lenin. Afterwards, according to latitude 
and longitude, the actual drifts of these vessels were indicated on the chart. The similarity 
between the lines of the theoretical drifts and those of the actual drifts was noteworthy.
The actual drifts of the Sedov and of the Lenin came very near those calculated by 
theory. There was, however, considerable difference between the actual and theoretical drifts 
of Papanin’s North Polar Expedition. In the first place, the theoretical drift to Papanin’s 
Expedition came out to the coast of Greenland, and in the second place, it was shorter than 
the actual (if calculated by latitude) by 550 nautical miles. This difference is accounted for 
by the fact that in calculating the theoretical drifts, account was taken only of the influence 
of local winds, whereas the movement of the ice is conditioned not only by winds, but also 
by constant currents.
Naturally, in regions where the constant currents are weak, the influence of local winds 
on the speed and direction of the drift is paramount. With the approach to the Greenland 
Sea, the local winds, owing to the strong East Greenland current, have less and less influence 
on the icefields. The weak winds, the direction of which is contrary to that of the constant 
current, now only slow down or delay for a time the general drift to the south. This 
happened in the case of Papanin’s North Polar Expedition, and also in the case of the Sedov.
The difference between the actual and theoretical drifts of the Papanin North Polar 
Expedition is also connected with the speed of the wind drift of mass icefields in the central 
Arctic. This is one fiftieth of the velocity of the wind causing the drift; but the speed of 
the drift of ice under the influence of wind is considerably increased if ahead of the ice, 
in the direction of the wind, is open sea. In this case, the speed of the drift may reach one 
tenth of the velocity of the wind or sometimes even more. Conditions such as these are 
created when north and west winds prevail in the region of the central Arctic adjoining the 
Greenland Sea, or in the Greenland Sea itself.
In this sea, along the east coast of Greenland right up to Lat. 6o° N., summer and winter 
there moves to the south an uninterrupted line of polar ice carried from the Arctic Basin 
by the East Greenland current. A t the same time, to the north, along the west coasts of 
Scandinavia and Spitsbergen, flow warm Atlantic waters, which as a deep current later 
penetrate into the Arctic Basin. Owing to this, the eastern edge of the Greenland ice stretches 
approximately from Iceland through Jan Mayen Island to the north, up to the nortwestem 
extremity of Spitsbergen. In the summer, the edge recedes to the west, and, in the region 
situated to the north of Spitsbergen, in some years goes up to Lat. 82° N. In winter-time, 
the edge of the ice in the Greenland Sea moves somewhat to the east and at Spitsbergen 
descends to Lat. 8o° N. ai<d lower. With western and northern winds the edge of the ice 
recedes to the east, the ice becoming somewhat less closely packed; with eastern and southern 
winds the edge of the ice recedes to the west and the ice becomes much more closely packed. 
Thus in the eastern part of the Greenland Sea at any time of the year are immense ice-free 
stretches of water.
T H E  G R E E N L A N D  S T R E A M
Every year there flows into the Arctic Ocean about 5,000 cubic kilometres of river 
water. In addition about 30,000 cubic kilometres of Pacific waters and more than 100,000 
cubic kilometres of warm Atlantic waters flow into the Arctic basin through the Bering 
Strait annually. A  small proportion of this water passes into the Baffin Sea but the bulk 
flows into the Greenland Sea through the broad strait between Greenland and Spitsbergen, 
forming the East Greenland current. This current is maintained and considerably streng­
thened by the north and north-west winds which predominate on the east coast of Greenland.
A s observations have shown, in the central basin, the speed of the constant current 
towards the Greenland Sea is not great: it is less than one nautical mile a day. But on 
approaching the Greenland Sea and within the Greenland Sea, the speed of the constant 
current increases. According to the calculations of Shirshov and Fedorov (of Papanin’s 
North Polar Expedition), near the 83rd parallel the speed of the constant current towards 
the south reaches 4 km., near the 80th it is 6 km. and near the 75th parallel it is 9 
km. a day.
A t the end of August 1939, reaching the northern-most point of her drift, the Sedov 
began quickly to descend to the south-west, becoming gradually drawn into the Greenland 
current. From December 1, 1939, the drift proceeded due south, almost parallel to the drift 
of Papanin’s North Polar Expedition, almost at the same speed with which the latter had 
drifted in that region two years previously.
During the period of its drift, Papanin’s North Expedition descended about 1,120 nautical 
miles to the south latitudinally. This route was covered under the influence of the constant 
current and local winds. If account is taken of the data of Shirshov and Fedorov concerning 
the direction and speed of the current, it appears that about 600 nautical miles of the total 
length of the drift was due to the accompanying sea currents, and only 520 nautical miles to 
accompanying winds.
A t the same time, the theoretical drift for the Sedov was shorter than the actual drift 
by 550 nautical miles, because when plotting it, we gave consideration only to local winds.
Taking into account the observations and calculations of Shirshov and Fedorov, we 
attempted to calculate the entire drift to Papanin’s Expedition caused, on one hand, by the 
distribution of atmospheric pressure, and on the other, by the constant current. The results 
of this calculation made by myself with the help of my assistant, Mr. Somov, are of interest. 
Comparing the actual position of Papanin’s North Polar Expedition on February 1, 1938, 
with the theoretical position, calculated according to my formulae, with due account of the 
constant curent, we find that the actual position of the Expedition differed from the theo­
retical position only by 50 miles in latitude, or only by 5 per cent of the total length of the 
drift in latitude. This comparison may be regarded as bordering on the limits of accuracy 
with which the original data were obtained.
